Advanced audio/video processors with scaling, multi-image rotation and dual/quad display
processing add to the highly-adaptive, diversiﬁed product line
Dante platform distributes digital audio signals over computer networks, and is
designed to bring the beneﬁts of IT networking to the professional AV industry
Speaker systems that oﬀer the widest dynamic-range, highest eﬃciency, highest output-level
and best bass-response in the business
Part of Group One, LTD. the exclusive US distributor of leading professional
audio and lighting brands from around the world. DiGiCo is the manufacturer
of digital mixing consoles targeted for live audio mixing applications
Loudspeaker solutions known for ﬁdelity and performance that stand the test of time
Producer of high-quality professional audio and video signal processors, AC power
conditioning
A leading provider of accurate and reliable monitors and control room solutions. Their studio
monitors, subwoofers, headphones and accessories have become synonymous with quality
design and unparalleled performance
The top choice for premium cables, adaptors, and other audio and video accessories
including Zaolla Silverline and Mogan Microphones. Hosa Technology also distributes
product from Goby Labs, Neutrik AG, and CAIG Laboratories
The premier carrier of the most transforming high eﬃcient battery-powered moving head
lights in the industry

Stands f or sophisticated, exceptional quality equipment in the music world.

A pro ampliﬁer and audio company providing system integrators and installers with
products, tools and technologies that they need to be successful
Digital Lighting Controllers and Dimmer Packs, Programmable Consoles,
Architectural Dimmers and Panels
Manufacturer of direct view LED video displays for such applications as broadcast,
higher education, corporate spaces, retail signage, sports venues, corporate events,
worship venues, and rental & staging
World-renowned manufacturer of microphones, quality wireless systems, premium listening gear,
and other audio products
The premier case solution for M.I/Audio - known for their proven durability and reliability.
Exclusive distributors for RME, ALVA and Ferroﬁsh
Hearing assistance solutions for the most demanding large-area hearing applications. Williams
acts as sole distribution for Ampetronic products in the US

